In Letter 32 were plainly written hints towards the decoding of the Hidden Texts.

I used my triple method...; I established that the ascension comes to occupy the region of the sky and that the part of fortune is the ascension, between the Sun and the Moon, it is necessary that all that is located in fourth house signifies: possessions (in Cancer, the fourth “house” means “home” which is the Earth) of the goods of your parents, great successes concerning your inheritance, minerals, (Pisces) hidden treasures, (time portals) secret affairs, (shadow gov't) & buildings... ascension... rising above and towards £

region of the sky ... the house of a zodiac or a Runic sky rune of a constellation as a place £
possessions (in Cancer/mansion) : gaining the knowledge and warnings of this date and place £
concerning your inheritance: of that which I leave you (the lost poems, presages, quatrains, sixaines) £
goods of your parents: supplied by your forefathers (includes genetic structure) £
minerals, (Pisces): the most salient times for Earth (PassOver) £
hidden treasures: stage gate time portal and spyglass £
secret affairs: from fools for the sake of safety £
buildings: the architect Nostradamus £
£ = the “foot meter” see below

A MIND MAP OF THE KEYS TO THE CIPHERS OF THE QUATREINS AND THE QUATRAINS

GET THE “LEFT OVER” LETTERS OF A LINE WHICH HAS BEEN ANAGRAMMED... & DIVIDE INTO...

ONE: FIRST – ELIMINATE: IS IT PART OF A ROMAN NUMERAL?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TWO: IS IT A RUNE?</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>THE ALCHEMYE LIST</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>CELTIC ZODIAC?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELTIC ZODIAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC SKIES</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC RUNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VINCA</td>
<td></td>
<td>OBSCOLE NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC MONTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DECAN DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC ANIMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DECAN NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELTIC ANIMAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC SKIES</td>
<td></td>
<td>CELTIC RUNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CELTIC ANIMAL means also Celtic “thing” such as chariot wheel, stave, a gemstone or an activity for instance: tanning, and the other occupations needed throughout the year in order to keep dwellings running smoothly. These occupations are performed at the same time each year – such as the running of the salmon... thus indicating the date

THREE:

IF IT SAYS eg: six hundred and six = C6 Q6
take the most simple answer first
FREQUENTLY HE OR SHE MEANS “IT”

If a word is capitalised in a quatrain – anagram it then apply the above codes to it
if only two short words in the quatrain, join them prior to the anagram

ALWAYS – BUT ALWAYS – USE THE STARS BEFORE ANY OTHER METHOD

The other zodiac names which can be found in the quatrains are Chinese. Cqin, Coq, Simeon & all of them

Quite often Nostradamus uses hybrid words, sometimes half latin half French. these will provide two answers

Never take an apparent miss spelling for granted – this is done on purpose to get the required letter for an alternate meaning, that is, to enable the correct anagram

Never use anyone’s “repaired” spelling of the quatrains such as Lemesurier
Erika Cheetham was the only one who realised there was something else behind the wrongly spelt words

Always keep in mind that “W” is two “U”s, “K” can be “C”. F (f) can be “S”, “Y” can be “I”, “J” can be “I”

Sometimes letters are used which are a number in another language, such as Hebrew and Greek. Usually the text will give you a hint that it is to be used as a number such as “Yod” (ten) or Tau, Zeta, Sigma

£ For guidance in arriving at the context of a given line which has been anagrammed: placing the resultant lines by “foot meter”, that is the length of a line in relation to the others! The resulting “look” of finished “verse” will be either a “pac man” effect or a “surging wave” effect. One example of that look is here under the introduction.
A knowledge of the inner meaning of the Vinca Runes also supplies some comprehension.
For instance Gera.
Promoted "Year-ah" it relates to both Gemini and to Scorpio (indirectly), because it means "the harvest at the end of a cycle". Harvest is usually accomplished in Scorpio in the Northern hemisphere following planting in June. However, Gera also means "a matter of timing" - for the same reason.
In June 2011 (Gemini) twenty minutes was "lost" from Mediterranean clocks - a mystery to everyone. It did not matter what sort of clock - the day had lost 20 minutes. This was "time folding back" - in Geminis! It transpires that as in Joshua 10:13 when "the sun stood still" - time had been altered for Earth in order to prevent a catastrophe. Had the Earth not "wobbled" in June of 2011, "folding back time", the two asteroids which arrived on the day Nostradamus said they would - St Lucy's day December 13th 2012, would have found Earth in their pathway. Thus was the "Golden Host Doing" which the Hidden texts tell us.

In the vignettes of the Lost Book of Cesar de Notredame can be seen keys in many banners. They are cues for the decoder to use...as are the colours within the vignettes. A study of the meaning of colours is also necessary but with a caveat. Many copies have been made of these vignettes. Get the originals.

To arrive at a year date in the future - direction was given to Allan Webber to add the number 458.
This is the year that the numeral "nought" was published by a Jain mathematician. For instance in:

3 94  For five hundred years more one will keep count of it (him)
Who/which was the ornament of its (his) time

By adding 458 to 1555 the year of publication of the quatrains, (the "it"), the result is 2013
Ornament means in Libra, so this is saying in Libra of 2013, then it goes on to say:

Suddenly it(be) will give great light
This is both a reference to a sun event in Libra and to great enlightenment.
Interesting that "Allan" means (from the Gk) "giving light" (from Helios/Ælios) which Allan Webber certainly has.

He who for this century will render them very satisfied
He (Allan) who for this century (the one in which sits 2013) renders them (Elorhim/Elder & Pleiadians) very glad!

There are also musical clues (sonic) such as "URODEMA" which is Do, Ray, Me which translates to Me Ray in Doe. That is, M (Mannaz, rune for Orion) E (Ehuua, rune for the Herculis Heroes) Ray (solar flare) in Capricorn (Doe) -
This last Capricorn of 2012 certainly did have solar flares, along with strange objects hovering at the sun.
One only needs to google "Strange Objects at the Sun" to see many videos of these.

Days - each day, has a musical note, on occasion these need to be used, for example the letter "D", a Friday
No detail has been overlooked by Nostradamus. Even the font to use was directed.
Garamond which on its own has three different "looks". See how different it is when in italics? Garamond -
then when used in bold it has another "look" Garamond. The word means "source of confusion" is also the
name of a publisher who introduced the cedilla, the accent and the apostrophe.
This font happens to be the same which Erika Cheetham used - which must have been a coincidence.

FINALLY, THE MOST DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT FOR SOME, ESPECIALLY FRENCH SPEAKING PEOPLE -
Nostradamus said to look at the French words first - most times an obvious phonetic hint can be seen.
Then he also said to use the Thesaurus, that is - to get synonyms etc. in order to "bring the meaning into the modern"

No doubt there is more – something Allan Webber is working on continuously
It is now easy to see how Nostradamus "HOCUSSED HITLER"

FINALLY, THE MOST DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT FOR SOME, ESPECIALLY FRENCH SPEAKING PEOPLE -
Nostradamus said to look at the French words first - most times an obvious phonetic hint can be seen.
Then he also said to use the Thesaurus, that is - to get synonyms etc. in order to "bring the meaning into the modern"

No doubt there is more – something Allan Webber is working on continuously
It is now easy to see how Nostradamus “HOCUSSED HITLER”

6 89 3 Guespes & monches, fitne amour fachés
SHE COMPUTES – GETS ISSUE eg: its uses
POEM sets guise FIT EACH NAME FOUR
~EACH FORUM TOUCHES ME~

6 5 SAMAROBIN One hundred leagues off the hemisphere
6 5 SAMAROBIN = SAAM, RIB, ON & R.Reptilian Draco. The
four directional pointers of the "air shafts" of the great pyramid
ORION/Ursa.Chertan in Rib of LEO. On from SIRIUS & DRACO

At this juncture an explanation is needed. You are already aware that it was Allan Webber who found the Template of the Words,
produced by his computer in no order at all. If you go now to his website, you will read his discourse on 3 94 Ornament of his Time
and when I just went there to get you the link, the following verse was there and the capitalised words had not been
coded. The result of this decoding frightened me a little bit simply because this entire endeavour is not a competition...
Very early in these discoveries, both Allan and I plucked out all the lines which I described (to myself) as "admonitions". We divided them into those which were directions to him, and those which were directions to the collator. For instance:

2 4 3 farailuy coecburn box line - lineally (my name is actually Cockburn-Parks)

This was telling the collator (the "monger") that the lines needed to be put in boxes – next to each other.

The end total of pages of "directions" to Allan was 28. The end number of pages of guidance to the collator was 38 – with the simple reason being the many "repairs" to errors the collator was doing.

Such as: 8 6 2 LAY: STATE ISSUE IN UNSTATELY SUBLITERATE SUBTITLES

Quite true, for one thing, the former website had no attention paid to the "subtitles" of each "box". Gradually in the end (of that web site) with none at all appearing! I simply had no idea how important their words are.

The grammar is concise when it says "unstately" for several reasons – the first being that none of them were derived from the original quatrains anyway! Un-stately for sure – not up to scratch at all.

The word "sub-literate" because the quatrains when they were used were "not literal" and not the "literature".

When it comes to the words "state issue" – that was another entire rollcall of admonitions which included dividing the hybrid french words into their true meanings using both latin and french sometimes. One good example of this is here in 9 1 3 following. Several hints to USE THESAURAL followed, and ATONING MONTAGE and one is still learning.

C.4 Q.97 Allan nostradamusdecoded.com
L'an que Mercure Mars Venus retrograde.
Du grand Monarque la ligne ne faillit
Estu du peuple l'visitant pres de Gagdole
Qu'en paix et regne viendra fort ennulli

In the year that Mercury, Mars, Venus retrograde, The line of the great Monarch will not fail:
Elected by the people visiting nearby Gagdole
One will come to grow very old in peace and reign.

to Allan: a message in here said:
CRUEL LUNG MOLE CURVES, MOVES IN MUSCLE OVER LUNG, NERVE LOCUS GLUM URGE REMOVE LLUNG ULCERS, CULL VENOMS

Not only Nostradamus has a painting of himself pointing to the heavens.
Da Vinci did the same using his manservant to convey the hint

Who stuck to one rule against end of message, the real cause

Mercure Mars Venus Monarque Gagdole
GRAMMAR GREASES [makes it work] UNCONQUERED VOLUME (the quatrains which masquerade)
RUMOR (telling everyone) MASQUERADES (making appearances to be something else) I know why the quatrains "conquered" people. If they do not pay attention to what Nostradamus meant when he pointed to the stars & says to "use the stars in the decoding" it was not just for the purpose of getting the date – it was to find an understanding of those who come from there because he, himself, was an abductee – which he states in …

3 61 3 FEEL PROCURED – FLEUUi LEAPING MAP 9 1 3 ORB INTRUDRES – SOURCE UNITED CODES
8 70 4 TIME PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE
1 89 3 URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER
4 50 1 SEER RELIES SPHERE'S HELP RARER LIBRARIES
8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT
8 65 3 SLENDER ANDROID INITIATE

CONQUERED ANAGRAM MUSE - [who] CLUNG RULE VS E.O.M & GAVE MONGER (collator) RESUMÉ – Monger – one who spreads RESUMÉ the Hidden Texts Templates
GRAMMALOGUE* ARMS UNCONQUERED VERSE
GRAMMALOGUE MARS, [prevents.] SERVEs [keeping the lines…
UNCONQUERED (undeveloped)
RECOMMENDS ANAGRAM-LOVER RUG (go over) QUEUES (lines)
EVER [always] CONSUME (digest) QUAD (Pegasus &) GRANULAR GEMS (astronomy, the stars) MORE (to follow up why we need to study

*Grammalogue: symbol, letter or letters that stand for a whole word, such as shorthand or cipher or runes

Lusitian: see l'visitant simply PROVES that this is ALL about the codes, as this is Lusitania/Portugal, but the codes within codes would not work if ALL the proper names had their Capitalized letter!

This can be seen time and again in the ORIGINAL quatrains. Above is a very good example of CODES WITHIN CODES

The Capitalized words in the quatrains – some of them seemingly miss-spelled – were put there in order to get the second and very hidden message!

The manner in which the codes within codes came to me was extremely unusual, highly paranormal and thoroughly unmistakable. Three different events on the same night, two from people who phoned me with the exact words!

CONSUME (digest) QUAD (Pegasus) Understanding those from Pegasus is really important. There are three different factions, those from Enif (the 'Nose') those from 'Leg' (Scheat) and those from Marcab ('Shoulder'), who are the Grayles with current treaties tied to the American military. Trading technology for men.

GRANULAR is one of the key words for "grains of time" – that is, a time portal. Time is also told "by the stars".

Helen C Parks. July 18 2013

www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com hiddentext@live.com.au
Example of hybrid words

9 1 3 Bourgne, roux, blanc, chanu tiendra de cours
Shady/dark/fatigues, red, white, defoliate (remove) held from your (course/orbit) biosphere (using chemtrails?)

Erika Cheetham has it as:
"One eyed, red, white haired will hold the course". This can relate exactly to: Titans, Red ones (Oannes?[Vertical Lizards] puce in other lines), Whites/Elders (a form of grey)


Bourgne can mean one eyed, seeing with singular or tunnel vision. As a saying this means "narrow minded" – or as a description of a Cyclops/Titan. As a person with one eye who is both red and white it is difficult to picture.

Chanu: a non word, however Chenu: defoliate Charnu: fat
If we take it to mean both meanings, stripping the fat (off obese people?). The "fat" also means the "good times" which would make it "removing the good times". This can be said by using those words... so why not do so?

It does not mean "haired" "white haired" = aux cheveux blancs

Cours: As "course" it means the orbit. As "rate of exchange" – the biosphere exchange – transpiration, breathing trees taking in carbon di.oxide and releasing oxygen. So "Chenu" would mean defoliating.
This also speaks of chronic fatigue and the imbalance of red and white blood cells.

Tiendra: held, to hold, to be held – maintaining, causing to be maintained

de: means with, from, of, for. It does not mean "the"

tienda de cours = to be held from orbit

MONTAGE: Nostradamus says “ATONING MONTAGE” - to decoders. Providing that all the letters in the source are used the same number of times, and the context is maintained, I found that the meaning that resulted stayed within the frame work of its intention. Rather amazing. But what I did find more amazing – when using the very original quatrains – the correct anagram did not need to be "searched" for – it was always in the first few choices on the anagram program. 10 50 3 ATONING MONTAGING Trouble Penetrating Numerologic (True, left to Allan to do)

So for the skeptics or purists out there — here within the hidden texts is the guidance

Despite the reference to "O Most Serene King, [Epistle to Henri] requires that such secrets should not be bared except in enigmatic sentences having, however, only one sense and meaning, and nothing ambiguous or amphibological inserted. Rather they are under a cloudy obscurity, with a natural infusion …"

enigmatic: mysterious - enigmatical - inscrutable - puzzling

contradicts:-
(amphibology) an ambiguous grammatical construction; e.g., `they are flying planes' can mean either that someone is flying planes or...that something is flying planes
"having, however, only one sense and meaning" Of course it has only one sense and meaning – the one he wants it to mean! This sentence on its own is "amphibological". The entire paragraph has confused the king, as intended. Not just the king, but those people alluded to in

6 100

LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS

INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT EXPERTS
6 100
LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS
Quos legent hosce versus maturè censunto,
Profanum vulgus & insciun ne attrectato:
Omnèsq: Astrologi, Blenni, Barbari procul sunto,
Qui alter facit, is rîte sacer esto.

INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT EXPERTS
Let those who read this verse think on it deeply,
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away:
And far away astrologers idiots and barbarians of all kinds
He who does otherwise is subject to the secret codes

“Omnèsq” in archaic French means “all seeing – all knowing” but this is Latin where “omni” means “all” or “many” and “esq” has become Esquire is cognate with the word squire, which originally meant an apprentice or assistant to a knight. The title "Esquire" has been used continuously since it was created in the late 14th century and many uses continue uninterrupted today.

For example, in the Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem, "Esquire" is the most junior title.

Thus, once again Nostradamus is conveying via one of his hybrid words an intention easy to see. That he speaks of “idiots” and “barbarians” (uncouth) is related to “the most junior (inexperienced) licensed to act [in this manner]”

Omnèsq: if it were used in French – seems to indicate an “all seeing” [omnipotent] “all knowing” overseer of these fools.

ASTROLOGIBLENNIBAR BARI codes within codes because they have “unnecessary” capitalization:

[The] Librarian Ƞs (god of the Aettir/Aesir) belongs orbit - librarian E [Hero grey] got lobe brains (two brains – a J-Rod52)

Librarian list barge (Earth) ~ boon relation absorbing all R [Draco] Rib (Leonines) - tangible oboes (trumpets)

where “all absorbing” could mean that everyone should learn one of two things: that Earth is a Living Library ...

and that the Draco & Leo are “all absorbing”. The “trumpets” are those of Revelation

1 84 4 le tenebres line 3 but see the original spelling

Tiedera fer dans la plaie sanguine,
AFEARD SANGUINE PELASGIAN
UNITE IGUANEN GENITIUE
UNSEATING PALLIASSE
ȠS SAIL PLANE, FEAR PALL
FLANDERS LAPLANDERS Dan
Ƞs plan genuine dial Tried safer after

SANGUINE also means “positive” & “assured” "reddish"

UNITE IGUANEN see also “absorbing all” in False Rapture

1 84 1 Lune obscurcie aux profondes tenebres
Son frère passe de couleur ferrugine: Le grand caché long temps fous les latébres, Tiedera fer dans la pliaie sanguine.

The great one will hide for a long time in the shadows line 3 = Nibiru will hold the iron (planet Mars) in the bloody wound.

Fearful bloody dark red giante (we call them Anun.nakim) Unites the Off World Reptilian culture in Unseating the Earth (from her old BED)

Ƞs, of the Cassiopeians motivates the Earth to its new orbit creating a fearful [volcanic] pall during this event felt mostly over Flanders and Laplanders in Scorpio. Planning an orbit with a safer (sun) dial after the reptilian culture has departed.

bloody wound... proximity to our old sun where it is unsafe

1 84 2 Son frere paff de couleur ferrugine

L.U.N. OFFICE (FEMA) REFUGEES FUNERAL, PRE RED OR (OR is gold/sun)
L.U.N. RICE DO OFFER FEARFUL PURGES – SEEN RE: E.N.E. (Extra terrestrial Noetic Entity, a J-Rod45 a Zeta grey in this case)

Noetic Group is a leading international consulting firm providing professional services to the government, infrastructure and resources sectors worldwide. Noetic – of or relating to mental powers… see above got lobe brains (two brains) there are two J-Rod types

1 84 3 Le grand cache long times fous les latébres

THE LARGE SCALE UNCOMFORTABLENESS (Tribulation) GUIDES
HUGE CELESTIAL GLOBE TRANSFORMED, CLEANSES.
ESTABLISHES COLLEGES FUNDAMENTAL (organic) GROCER
ASSEMBLES CHALLENGE OF LARGE SCALE AGES DESTRUCTION. COLOSSAL INTERCHANGE SUBMERGED, ELSE FLAT[biblic]
FELT SEAL, AS E.T. FELLS (drops Earth) IN TEA, (Teapot/Sagittarius) FEEL LAST LEFT IN ALES (in Brew May 13 – June 9 Gemini

THE INFORMATION HAS BEEN ABSOLUTELY CONSISTENT THROUGHOUT WITH THESE DATES
In Galatians 3: Works of the Law. 3 You foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you? Before your very eyes Jesus Christ was clearly portrayed as crucified. CHAI also said the "rapture" was "nothing but a mass abduction" This must be a hint towards logic. DIFFERENT ALIEN ALTER GEAR (speed), PAUSE (Earth) 1 DAN (1 is Halloween which is in Dan/Scorpio)

1. WORKS OF THE LAW
2. PRINCE (speed)
3. RESTORE (speed)
4. RESPIRE ORGANELLES ALLERGEN
5. PRIME T = ROTATES ROSE AT EASTER
6. ERATO RESETS AIR RATE END RAM see 8 20 2
7. NAMED RIP

Through (because of) leaders conflict, royalty abandoned ERATO the Adrain Caribbean meteor event Vermont to Chile Because of war a leader [pope] will abandon his reign. EASTER ROSE/ Friday. lines consistently tell us this PRIME T: Celt Holly = July 9 Aug 4 T also means the Anu END of Aries. Not sure if RIP is R.I.P. or a tear in the skies which had a forum all its own AURA CANOPY FORCE FIELDS

GENDARME the one in charge who anoints his skin (to feed) breathes in organisms to which he is allergic (a Roswell J-Rod grey) Earth is semi prostrate in OS – Capricorn. Moves 4,800+ naut miles/a nautical mile is 1.1508 miles, or 6,076 feet. (equals 5.525miles see 6 15 1 ARREST (Earth) EASTER ~ TO REBASE, RULE OUT TOMB, PERIL BERATES MOST see 8 20 2 RESEARCH HERA, (asteroid) RARE ARREST SECRET. COURTiers REBORN (Men In Black, the revanent) ERATO is an asteroid… any asteroid, which resets the speed of Earth’s spin or the quantity of oxygen etc.

HERA is the name of an asteroid, but it always means ANY asteroid in the texts

Helen C Parks